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model that came around in significantly improved on the W but no amount of mid-cycle
refreshment could bring it up to the standards set by its grandfather. There were gasoline and
diesel versions, both provided with multiple cylinder counts and varying displacements. There
were naturally-aspirated, turbocharged, and supercharged engines. There were even hybrid
models. The worldwide variety of W engine choices was so rich that we decided to compile a
list. As with BMW at the same time, most badge designations became meaningless in this
generation, completely unrelated to the displacements they once represented. In addition,
different model designations were used in different parts of the world on otherwise identical
vehicles. Most engine offerings were replaced with new ones over the life of the W chassis. To
make things even more interesting, those changes were not global, introduced simultaneously,

or available with the same driveline configurations. For example, the W was first available in
Europe as a model but in North America as a North American engine availability is duly noted
below. There was also a wagon version S , coupe C , and cabriolet A In terms of engine
availability, the wagon aligns most closely with the sedan. Changes to coupe and convertible
body styles, along with engine choices, varied independently of alterations to the sedan and
wagon. Four-cylinder engines with spark ignition in the W come from two families; the older M
series and the newer M series. They came in 1. E : This 1. This oddball engine was found only in
the Southern Hemisphere between â€” E NGT : There were two versions, each designed to run
on gasoline and compressed natural gas. This was the easy part. All you need to remember is
that pre-facelift 1. All of the six-bangers were of the V-6 configuration. Here, too, were two types
of engines: the older M series and the newer M series. Unlike the four-bangers, however, the
V-6s were updated for and not during the facelift of E : This decklid badge meant two very
different things, depending on model year:. E : Whereas all other V-6s were naturally aspirated,
but these were twin-turbo models. Both engines are from the M family and, aside from
displacement, are almost identical. It should be noted that the E was not a worldwide model but
it was a North American model. It was the naturally-aspirated, direct-injected M 3. This
combination achieved 24 mpg in the city and 30 mpg on the highway. It was only available in the
rear-wheel-drive configuration, and was offered in North America from The W featured four
families of V-8 engines with four different displacements. Two are naturally-aspirated and two
were twin-turbocharged. Some were available with all-wheel-drive. Easy-peasy until you get to
the AMG versions with special packages. There were two families of engines and each one was
available in rear-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive configurations. E 63 AMG : Despite its relatively
unchanging exterior, the hot rod of the group had several changes under the hood. It had some
growing pains but later versions have been improved. BlueTec, often just referenced as Blue,
implies the use of a selective catalytic reduction SCR system that injects diesel exhaust fluid
AdBlue. E CDI : Available from on, the 2. It was essentially a E CDI engine coupled with an
electric motor, which an additional 20 hp and lb-ft of torque for a total of hp and lb-ft of torque.
With the relatively heavy diesel engine and the very heavy hybrid system, this was not as
successful of a configuration as it might seem. There was only one compression-combustion,
six-cylinder engine block: the OM The degree, 3. E CDI : Five variations of that same engine in
the same model. For North American buyers, there is no one best engine choice. Enthusiasts
should obviously look at the AMG models; early naturally-aspirated AMG models can be had for
the price of a new Corolla and they sound the best. For diesel lovers or obscure Euro snobs, the
all-wheel-drive E with its mpg highway gas mileage is a solid option. For a fair compromise and
comfortable daily driving, glance at the E With an angular exterior and a no-muss interior, the W
still looks modern and has many desirable features, and has finally reached attainable pricing.
Which one you pick is up to you. We will bang the gavel on this verdict, though: there is an
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